


MASS, 
VOLUME, 

& DENSITY



 Matter?

Anything that has mass and takes up 
space.

https://pixabay.com/en/small-objects-market-stall-manual-854811/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELchwUIlWa8


MASS…
●Definition: Amount of 

matter in an object
●Units: kg or g 
●Mass is different from weight 

because…weight depends on pull of 
gravity 



How do we measure mass?

With a triple beam balance or an 
electronic scale!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triple_beam_balance
https://pixabay.com/en/kitchen-scale-kitchen-scales-2442597/


VOLUME…
●Definition: How much space 

an object takes up
●Regular shaped object (box) = 

L x W x H (cm3 or m3)
●Liquids - to find volume…use 

graduated cylinder (mL or L)
●Use graduated cylinder for odd 

shaped solid objects (cm3 or m3)



How do we measure volume?

With a ruler, measuring tape,graduated 
cylinder, or a water displacement cup!

https://www.maxpixel.net/School-School-Ruler-Ruler-Measurement-Measure-840113
https://zh.m.wikipedia.org/zh-hans/File:60ml_volume_measured_by_graduated_cylinder.jpg


How to measure the volume of an 
odd shaped solid

●Obtain a clean graduated cylinder.
●Fill the graduated cylinder with 

enough water to cover object. 
Record the volume

●Carefully place the object into the 
water filled graduated cylinder.

●Record the new water level.
●The volume of the object 
    is the Vfinal – Vinitial

water displacement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0geXKxeTn4


DENSITY….
●Density is the measurement
of the mass of an object per 
unit volume of that object.

●Formula: 
D (density) = m (mass)

V(volume)



DENSITY …. continued
●Density is usually measured 

in g/mL for liquids and g/cm3 
for solids.

●Remember 1 mL = 1 cm3

●Density of water is 1.00g/mL
●Density of “ocean” water is 

1.027 g/mL



Density CALCULATIONS

●Always show all of 
your work

●Answer must have 
units!!!



Example Density Calculation:

●A rock has a mass of 25.7 grams and a 
volume of 3.56 cm3. Find the density.

●1st write: D = mass
                         volume
●2nd: Substitute in the measurements
  D = 25.6 g
        3.56 cm3

●3rd: Calculate and circle answer.
Density = 7.19 g/cm3



PRACTICE….

●Calculate the density of a marble that 
has a mass of 13.6 grams and a 
volume of 6.1 cm3.

●Show your work on your handout.



Let’s Practice

There are several items on your lab tray that you will calculate 
the density for.  You will determine the mass and volume for 
these objects in order to find the density.  
Remember to always zero out your scale and make sure your 
unit of measurement is grams.



●If you pack more mass into 
the same volume, it is more 
dense. 

●Draw a picture on your 
handout that represents this 
principle and show yout 
teacher.



●If you pack the SAME mass into 
a SMALLER volume, it is MORE 
dense

●Draw a picture on your handout 
that represents this principle and 
show it to Mrs. Allen.



●Just because 
something has more 
mass DOES NOT 
mean it is more 
DENSE.



Density of Objects and Solutions Lab

I will put you into groups of 4. Each member of the group will 
complete a lab sheet.

Before we begin let’s talk about lab safety.

Let's see what you learned!

https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57f6af100fd7fc0a3cab9d4c

